NCR FastLane SelfServ™
Checkout R6L Plus

Combines proven cash handling capabilities with a responsive, easy to use, touchscreen interface to give shoppers an improved journey at the front-end.

A Foundation for Success
We know that your store’s front-end is constantly evolving. With its advanced processor technology, NCR FastLane SelfServ Checkout R6L Plus delivers increased performance while providing a path to future operating systems. In addition, R6L Plus features cash handling capabilities which have been tested and developed leveraging NCR’s 20 years of experience in the self-checkout industry. Each lane offers coin recycling with the option to add note recycling and is compatible with most industry standard payment devices.

What you need and how you want it
NCR FastLane SelfServ Checkout R6L Plus features a responsive multi-touch display with sleek edge-to-edge glass. The intervention light features LED lighting, reducing your power consumption. In addition, NCR FastLane SelfServ Checkout R6L Plus offers the configurability you have come to expect from NCR, providing flexibility for your store’s front-end.

Giving you possibilities
Your stores are the heart of your enterprise, and finding new ways to reimagine the in-store experience is critical to keeping them relevant and profitable. When you pair the NCR FastLane SelfServ Checkout R6L Plus with the NCR RealScan 79e Bi-Optic Scanner, you can take advantage of the latest NCR innovations. NCR Picklist Assist uses imaging technology to suggest user-friendly “short lists” to speed up item selection, getting shoppers on their way faster. NCR Produce Assurance prevents potential error and fraud by identifying expensive items, such as alcohol or meat, and raising interventions to the front-end associate.

With the enhancements NCR FastLane SelfServ Checkout R6L Plus offers, retailers like you can provide your shoppers with an easier way to scan, bag, and pay for their items while helping your bottom line.

For more information, visit ncr.com, or email retail@ncr.com.
### Key features

- Proven cash handling capabilities
- Coin and note recycler
- Advanced processor technology provides a path to future operating systems
- Leverages the NCR XR7 with intuitive multi-touch display
- NCR RealScan™ 79e Bi-Optic Imager can be used to enhance security and convenience with Produce Assurance and Picklist Assist

### Technical specifications

#### Intuitive user interface

- High bright 15" projected capacitive touchscreen
- 10-point multi-touch capability
- Integrated audio
- Co-located cash inputs/outputs

#### Technology

- Intel Q170 Chipset with Intel® Celeron or Intel Core i3 processor
- 120GB Solid State Drive with partition restore capability
- 8GB to 16GB DDR3 1600 Memory
- Front-facing camera option
- Overhead tri-light security camera option

#### Currency handling

- Coin recycler with support for up to 6 denominations
- Note recycler with support for up to 6 denominations and bunch note acceptance and an optional loader
- Compatible with most industry standard payment devices, including contactless

#### Supported Operating Systems

- Windows® 10 IoT Enterprise 2016 LTSB Value/Entry Embedded (64-bit)
- Windows 7 Professional Embedded (32-bit or 64-bit)
- POSReady 7 Embedded (32-bit or 64-bit)

#### Flexible solution

- Multiple unloading and bagging modules to accommodate any retail environment
- Input belt or shelf
- 1, 2 or 3 bagging options with security scale
- Configurable lane orientation
- Color branding
- Multiple language support
- Integrated scale for produce
- Optional coupon bin with sensor
- Receipt printer with 1 or 2-sided printing with presenter
- Optional Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS)
- Credit/debit only version available

#### RealScan™ Bi-Optic imager

- RealScan 79e supports 1D, 2D, and mobile bar codes
- High performance with the largest all-imaging scan zone
- Six-sided scanning with aggressive top-down scanning to minimize product orientation
- Option for RealScan 78 laser scanner

### Why NCR?

NCR is a leading technology company that brings unexpected value to every interaction between consumers and businesses. We’re the #1 global retail POS software provider and #1 global self-checkout provider, we provide software, hardware and services that run the entire store.

Digital first but not digital only, we help retailers differentiate and compete by connecting every touchpoint into the frictionless “always on” experience consumers want today, while enabling tomorrow’s innovations. From mobile to brick-and-mortar, from back office to loyalty and beyond, we help retailers bridge their digital and physical operations, transforming transactions into meaningful interactions—no matter where they happen.

NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.

All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the world. Consult your NCR representative or NCR office for the latest information.
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